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Advanced, metal-free RPDs

Thanks to innovation, an alternative to 
metal removable partial denture (RPD) 
frames is now available from Solvay 
Dental 360.

Ultaire AKP is a high-performance 
polymer that is strong and lightweight 
but best of all, it contains absolutely no 
metal at all.

Now you can offer your patients 
an advanced, metal-free RPD that is 
friendly and comfortable in the oral 
environment and produces aesthetically 
pleasing results too.

To discover more about digitally 
designed, polymer-based RPDs 
that patients love to wear, arrange a 
Professional Lunch and Learn with 
Solvay Dental 360 now. 

To book a Solvay Dental 360 
Professional Lunch and Learn or to find 
more information about Ultaire AKP 
and Dentivera milling discs, visit www.
solvaydental360.com.

As a dentist it can seem like there’s no limit 
to the different insurance policies that you 
need to take out in order to help ensure 
your business and wellbeing are protected.

But how do you know which policies 
will work best for you? The multi-award 
winning team at insurance4dentists have 
over 100 years of combined experience 
and guarantee only the best products and 
advice for your individual situation.

The team can help you with every type 
of insurance, including Indemnity, Practice 
Insurance, Buildings & Contents, Employer 

Liability and even Cyber Insurance so that 
you’re covered in every way possible.

For more information call 0845 345 
5060, email info@4dentistsgroup.com or 
visit www.4dentistsgroup.com.

Ensuring your insurance works for you

Plastic pollution has become a global crisis, but that doesn’t mean it should define our 
future. Curaprox remains committed to minimising plastic waste, which is why it offers 
CPS interdental brushes that can last up to five times longer than alternative solutions.  

CPS interdental brushes feature a reusable handle and replaceable brush head. Whether 
long or short, each handle can hold any interdental brush tip and will last for at least a 
year. Each tip is then inserted as required and has the potential to last for weeks, if used 
correctly. 

Find out what other steps Curaprox is taking to tackle plastic pollution by contacting 
the friendly team. 

For more information call 01480 862084, email info@curaprox.co.uk or visit 
www.curaprox.co.uk.

Tackling plastic pollution
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